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In a recent work on the nature of work and its impact on self-identity in
the 'post-industrial' age, Catherine Casey makes the claim that 'By the
1980s a number of occupations and former job categories such as welder,
riveter, switchboard operator, salaries clerk, bookkeeper, typesetter (among
many others) had disappeared'.' The accuracy of such claims, in the case
of welding at least, can he strongly contested,^ but they raise further issues
about the use of notions such as that of the 'traditional occupation' in
contemporary writing on occupation and class. These are used to develop
an exaggerated contrast between the perceived constant flux and change
of contemporary life as against the stability and order of the past.^ In
Casey's defence it could be argued that, for welding at least, there is very
litde in the historical record to draw upon. As Penn argues, 'groups like
welders ... have received virtually no systematic occupational analysis'
despite being amongst the fastest growing occupations after the Second
World War.* This neglect of welding as an occupation relates not only to
its current situation but also to its history Indeed, it is difficult to locate an
easily accessible account of the development of the technology, let alone
the occupation. The outline which follows, therefore, is in part an attempt
to remedy a gap in the literature.

Of course one has to recognise the dangers in approaching the past
from the concerns of the present, although it could be argued that there
are good examples of the value which sociologists can bring to a study
of the past.^ However, if we are to correct the ahistorical bias alluded
to above, then some risk taking seems in order. Labour history has paid
relatively little attention to the detailed analysis of work and the labour
process.'' Such accounts as do exist tend to deal with the nineteenth
century and not with the emergence of the new science-based occupations
of the twentieth century' These occupations involved a much wider
network of actors, notably professional engineers and sub-contractors.
Glucksmann's work on women assembly workers notes the importance of
professional engineers in configuring particular arrangements of work in
the 'new' industries of mass-produced consumer goods.^ In these indus-
tries new forms of the technical division oflabour were shaped by existing
ideas of sex-typed occupations. This shaping of new occupations by exist-
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ing assumptions also formed part of the development of welding as an
occupation, but in this case it spanned the boundaries of a number of
industries. There is a tendency to associate it with the older capital goods
industries, such as shipbuilding and locomotive construction, but the
crucial sites of development were in the ship repair and power generation
industries. The latter was central to the spread of the use of electricity, a
technology which in its turn helped the development of welding and the
new assembly plants. In this way, welding as an occupation crossed the
boundaries of industrial sectors in a manner which challenged the existing
patterns of workplace organisation. In particular it brought engineers and
boilermakers into confiict but in a context in which the occupation had
largely been shaped at local level, raising interesting questions about the
reaction of trade unions to occupational change. However, before con-
sidering the evolution of welding as an occupation it is necessary to review
the development of the technology.

JOINING METALS

One major brake on the development of nineteenth century metal tech-
nologies was the restricted nature of the means of joining metal parts.
These were really three: forging; mechanical fixing, including riveting;
and soldering. The restrictions of all these methods - for example, the
limited range of materials which could be joined, the addition of extra
weight or the problems of ensuring supplies - meant that early in the
century efforts were being made to find alternatives. Burton outlines
attempts at 'welded' hulls in a shipyard in Woolwich in 1855 and at Derby
railway works in 1868 the boilershop foreman experimented with 'welded'
boilers.'' However, such ventures met with limited success and the emer-
gence of welding as a practical technology depended on the maturing and
application of the science of metallurgy and of two science-based tech-
nologies, electricity and the industrial use of gases.

At this point it is important to make a distinction between resistance
and fusion welding. The former, involving the fusing of metals by the local
application of electrical current, was developed in the early years of the
twentieth century and was rapidly taken up in assembly work, at first for
household articles but most notably in the developing automobile indus-
try It was distinct from fusion welding not only in its rapid adoption in
manufacturing but also, and most importantly in this context, in its semi-
automatic character. From its beginnings it was a technique which lent
itself to automation and it was never classified as more than a semi-skilled
job. This ease of automation was later to lead to the widespread use of
robots in places such as car body assembly plants. Such developments,
well publicised in many areas, may be behind claims such as those made
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by Casey Whatever the truth of this, it was fusion welding that was the
basis of the construction of the skilled craft of welding and that will be the
concern of what follows. In fusion welding, two metal parts are heated and
fused, in many cases with the addition of filler metal. Different techniques
are needed to weld difierent thicknesses and types of metal, but they can
be classified into two: gas and electric arc. Both of these were invented
in the closing years of the nineteenth century but they had very different
trajectories of adoption and diffusion. Gas welding stemmed from the
discovery of techniques for making oxygen and then acetylene. The
combination of these two enabled the development of cutting and welding
technology, spurred on by increasing success in bottling gases. The port-
ability of the equipment meant that it was widely adopted in the years
immediately preceding the First World War as a repair technique.'"
This widespread adoption hindered the take up of the much more flexible
electric arc techniques.

These techniques, using electric current to create an arc generating
intense heat, were also developed in the 1890s, but were hampered in part
by the low penetration of electricity into many workplaces." This necessi-
tated the installation of cumbersome batteries and power systems.'̂  Even
when electricity became available from power generating companies,
advances were still needed in generator design and, as Devine demon-
strates, many factories were slow to adapt production techniques to the
new potential. However, the use of the techniques to repair captured
German ships in America at the end of the War and the construction of
an all-welded barge by the Admiralty gave an impetus to its wider use.'^
The first all-welded ship, constructed by the 'Quasi-Arc' system, was
the 'FuUager' launched on the Mersey in 1920.''̂  In the same year the
company involved with the Admiralty barge. Alloy Welding Processes Ltd,
began the construction of a welded steel frame building in Brixton and
the Welded Construction Company built an all-welded steel roof for a
factory in the same location.'^ These examples were precursors of the shift
towards the use of welding as a manufacturing rather than a repair tech-
nology which was to take place during the 1930s. In part this was due to
its acceptance by bodies such as Lloyds of London but it was also due to
the rise of new industries such as aircraft building. By this time, develop-
ments in arc welding, such as the use of gases to shroud the arc and so
create a higher quality weld, meant that it displaced acetylene welding.
The Second World War marked a decisive shift with the massive expan-
sion of the new industries and the overcoming of inertia in the old ones.
The 1950s saw the consolidation of welding as a process and the rapid
decline of a number of occupations associated with older means of metal
joining. It is to the development of welding as an occupation that we now
turn.
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THE EMERCENCE OF AN OCCUPATION

One problem for the study of welding as an occupation is that the evi-
dence is mediated through a number of sources: union and trade journals;
and Government publications. There is little real evidence on who became
welders, their backgrounds and their training. Before 1921 any sort of
numerical estimate is lacking. Welders were not included as a separate
category in the major 1906 Census of Wages.'^ However, these figures do
include a comparison of wages in engineering between 1886 (the previous
comprehensive census) and 1906 in which riveters demonstrate the largest
percentage increase on time rates.'^ Given that the majority of workers in
engineering were on time rates (as opposed to shipbuilding, where most
were on piece rates) this might suggest that employers in this sector
had more interest in the development of a process which would replace
riveters - especially as welding would replace a team with one, albeit
skilled, person. Be that as it may, there is litde discussion of the spread of
welding in the reports of the Chief Inspector of Factories and Workshops,
who usually included sections on industrial developments in the localities.
It was not until 1910 that an inspector, significantly in Birmingham,
'draws attention to the increasing use of the oxy-acetylene flame for weld-
ing and cutting various metals'.'^ Subsequent references to acetylene
welding are also in the Midlands.

These patterns of the early dominance of acetylene welding and of the
importance of the Midlands find confirmation in the records of members
admitted to the Boilermakers' Society."* The Boilermakers were not
the only union recruiting welders but they were the dominant one and so
patterns in their recruitment and membership ought to be broadly indica-
tive of trends in numbers and locations. Nevertheless, we must be sensitive
to distortions caused by the depth and nature of organisation in particular
areas. The Society was strongest in Scotland and the North East of
England and so might not be in a position to recruit welders in other
areas. However, the records indicate that in 1920 18 per cent of all welder
recruits were in the West Midlands, suggesting that it was not in the ship-
yards that welding initially took hold.^° By the time it began to appear
there, and by the time the Boilermakers and other unions began to take it
seriously, the shape of welding as a skilled occupation had already begun
to appear. However, this shape was not without debate, for not all agreed
that welding ought to be a separate occupation, or that it was a skilled
one. The major groups involved here were employers and professional
engineers.

The widespread impact of welding sparked a considerable debate
amongst employers and unions as to the nature of the new skill. An initial
question was whether welding was indeed a separate occupation or
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whether it was an element in the repertoire of several trades. The latter
view was most clearly stated in the decision of the American Federation of
Labor that 'acetylene welding' is a process, and ... 'acetylene welder' is a
tool, which can no more come under the jurisdiction of any one trade or
calling than can the hammer or the saw'.2' This perspective fuelled the
contention of some employers that welding was, at best, a semi-skilled
trade which could easily be learnt in a short period. During an early
debate one engineer argued that, 'He did not regard the training of
welders as very essential, as electric welding was not a very difficult matter.
He thought that an ordinary sensible worker with an aptitude for this
work would very soon learn to do it, and as the work was not very hard
he did not see any justification for the high prices charged for electric
welding.'̂ ^ Another speaker supported this with an explicit reference to
wartime experience: 'With regard to the training of welders, the actual job
did not take very long to learn. During the war girls had been trained to
do this work in two days.'̂ ^ However, another contributor to the debate
reminds us of the need to be careful in our definitions. His argument was
that 'it was not possible to train an efficient welder in two months' time to
undertake every type of work that came along'.̂ '̂  Clearly, it is important
not to confiate the special conditions of wartime, in which considerable
investment could be made in changes in production processes to cope with
the limited skills available, with normal commercial conditions.^^

This approach recognised that there were gradations in both the
achievements of individual welders and of the demands of the jobs they
would be expected to fulfil. Those who argued for welding as an easily
acquired skill which could be used as a supplementary part of another
occupation or could be engaged in by semi-skilled workers were no doubt
correct if welding had been limited to repetitive, straight forward work,
but this was by no means the usual case. The experience in the naval dock-
yards, for example, was that 'Only two men out of 150 had had to be
rejected as unskillful, though only 30 per cent to 40 per cent of the total
were really fit to employ on new construction. The remainder were kept
on the minor and established work, which formed about 75 per cent, of
the output at Plymouth'.^^ This indicates both a hierarchy of skill and
of demand, which were factors leading to the emergence of welding as a
separate trade. Far from being a trade which could be acquired with ease,
it was argued that 'it is necessary that a proper apprenticeship should be
served under capable tuition'.^' In part this was due to lack of experience
amongst professional engineers and hence a reliance on the skill of the
welder. Cast iron, for example, required particular care and attention and
'The actual operation itself depends on the ability and resourcefulness of
the welder'.^^ However, even with the learning gained through experience,
skilled welding also demanded knowledge which could not be acquired
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this way It required knowledge about the properties of metals, for
example, that were not incorporated into the standard training of the
fitter or boilersmith. Indeed it was delays in implementing this sort of
training which were felt to be hindering the progress of railway companies
in the use of welding. ̂ ^ Not only were professional engineers dependent
on welders for the development of their knowledge, but it could also be
argued that the emergence of welding engineers as a separate professional
grouping - the Institute of Welding was formed in 1935 - was given addi-
tional impetus by the existence of a skilled operative trade.^° Indeed, one
historian of welding has argued, with reference to the AFL ruling, that it
'has probably done more damage to the welding industry than any other
single event. It prevented the organization of a union of welders on a craft
basis, thus making it extremely difficult to set standards and to control
qualification of welders.'^' In addition to this there was a respect for the
institutions of apprenticeship and skilled labour amongst many engineers.
Thus O.V Bulleid argued in his presidential address to the Institute of
Welding that.

In welding we have a craft which demands a high standard of integrity and
therefore it behoves us to develop the training of men to give us the crafts-
men we need for the development of welding that hes before us. Do not let
us pretend welding can be done by other than craftsmen, but let us see we
support the craftsmen using welding and they wiU give the loyal service
needed.̂ ^

Therefore, in considering the emergence of a bundle of tasks as a skilled
trade, therefore, we need to pay due attention to occupational coalitions.-̂ ^
There is a tendency in debates about skill to portray management as a
homogeneous entity, with a clear and unified strategy.̂ * The role of pro-
fessional engineers in using the cause of the skilled man as a bolster to
their own case should indicate one of the fault lines in this monolithic
view.

We should, of course, be careful not to exaggerate the depth of this
division. One qualification is that employers, like Adamson and Saxon
of Manchester, were involved in these debates as engineer/owners. How-
ever, whilst they brought concerns and experiences of employment to the
debate, these were refracted through shared conceptions of skilled work
from an engineering perspective. The second qualification is that these
conceptions limited the amount of debate on the detailed nature of the
labour process. The unifying theme is the value of the skilled (British)
workman used as more of a rhetorical device. One is reminded of the
extent to which systematic consideration of the labour process is not a
feature of the work of more recent design engineers.^^ The debates
amongst professional engineers are notable for the absence (aside from the
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exceptional comments by the likes of Bulleid) of a concern about the inter-
nal nature of welding as an occupation. Nor is there any consideration of
the more explicit control dimensions of the employment relationship.
Thus in the pages of the Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical En^neers in
1922, a paper on electric welding prompted the comment, 'It was the first
time that the difficulties raised by Trade Unions in the introduction of
a new method had been referred to specifically in a Paper before a
Technical Institution.'^'' This same debate also revealed the limitations
of the professional engineers' conception of a skilled occupation. The
decision of one professional to enter into an agreement vnth the Boiler-
makers was greeted with shock and amazement.^' However, whilst recog-
nising that the support for the creation of a skilled occupation was a
limited and circumscribed one, such support was an important crack in an
unitary perspective.

Whilst the professional engineers took the lead in the debates which
played a part in shaping the occupation of welding, many employers had
other things on their minds. In many ways the debates over the nature
of the labour process indicated that skill was not the main concern, but
rather control, and that control could be extended to more than just the
labour process.̂ ^ Employers were also concerned with controlling cost
(which might, of course, have an inter-relationship with skill) and with
controlling markets. Many companies struggled to survive the depression
years wdth too litde capital for the major re-shaping of the production
process that welding called for - from re-shaping physical plant to re-
equipping power sources.̂ ^ Whilst a major impetus to these changes
would be given by the Second World War, it was in other emerging indus-
tries that welding began to take hold. We can see the emergence of weld-
ing as a distinct occupation when it was given the official recognition of
being counted as a distinct category in the 1931 census. This showed that
over a quarter of all welders were concentrated in the West Midlands,
continuing the trend observed above. Some of this increase can be
attributed to the more widespread use of resistance welding techniques in
the growing motor industry but it was also related to the grov^^ of the
power generation industry in centres such as Rugby and Stafford. This
marked the move of welding from a repair to a manufacturing technique,
with reports appearing of the shortage of skilled labour. ""̂  The balance was
also slowing shifting away from acetylene welders, with only nine being
recorded (11 per cent) amongst the eighty-five welders recruited by the
Boilermakers that year. Thirty one were explicitly categorised as electric
welders but the majority were unclassified. These figures have to be seen
in the context of a much reduced intake to the union as a whole, with the
traditional heartlands of the Clyde and Tyne and Wear sustaining the
union in difficult times. Nevertheless, welders were becoming more im-
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portant in more regions of the union's activities. There was a particularly
noticeable increase in the number of welders in the North East, refiecting
the importance of ship repair on Teesside.*'

The 1930s, of course, sees the beginning of the introduction of welding
in shipbuilding, although this was not really to take off until the Second
World War. There has been debate about the nature and causes of this
introduction, with McGoldrick arguing that welding was seen as an
opportunity to bring in a new technology at a national level. This in turn
is connected to debates about the use of technology to establish control
over the labour process. However, Roberts argues that, on the Wear at
least, other factors meant that policy statements did not refiect progress on
the ground.'*^ There are a number of arguments put forward for this. One
is that the owners were not convinced of the advances claimed for weld-
ing, particularly given the nature of the Wear's output of tramp ships. This
lack of conviction was shared by shipowners and classification societies
such as Lloyds of London. This may well be the case, but it raises
questions in the light of the example of the FuUager, the first all-welded
merchant ship whose success in operation was clearly signalled in the
trade press.*^ This conservatism was bolstered by two factors: the cost of
implementation and welder training and certification. On the first count,
the introduction of welding meant not only increased costs for equipment
but also, if full advantage were to be gained, the complete restructuring of
production facilities. At a time when the dominant concern in the indus-
try was over-capacity, incurring such costs was not easy.''̂ ''̂  In addition,
owners had to worry about the training and certification of welders.
Whilst they might be able to tap into a source of welders amongst their
sub-contractors, they also could face the problem of a two way fiow of
trained labour. Indeed, this had happened during the Fullager experi-
ment."̂ ^ On top of this there could also be problems with the inspection of
the quality of completed work. Whilst imperfections in the individual
rivets in a join might be countered by the rest of the work, this did not hold
for welding.'*^ In addition, a simple visual inspection would not suffice.
What was needed was the development of codes for the training and
certification of welders, a process which took some time to gather momen-
tum. When one adds to all these factors the need to face the existing prac-
tices of organised labour within the yards, one can see that many owners
had powerful reasons for not pressing ahead with the introduction of
welding. Further development really had to await the war years and after.
This reinforces the point made earlier about the need to operate with a
view of control which goes beyond the direct labour process to consider
the broader context.*'

Another industry where one might imagine welding would have been
adopted was railway locomotive building. Here again one has to look at
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established practices and existing facilities as barriers to changes in tech-
nology Whilst welding was used as a repair technique as early as 1914
at Crewe and 1918 at Eastleigh, it had to wait until the 1940s and die
pioneering work of Bulleid in the 1940s for significant use to be made of it
in fabrication.*^ Certainly, welding occupies a marginal place in the
memoirs of those who worked in the large company workshops in the
1940s. At Crewe this was refiected in physical arrangements: 'The shop
was split into two parts rather as though it was an afterthought with the
arc and gas welding tucked away at the North East corner of the Smithy
and the oxy-acetylene cutting in part of the Finished Parts Store.'*^ Here
welding here was used exclusively as a means of repair, as it was at
Swindon.^" In part, the railway companies faced the same problem as
shipbuilders of training skilled workers, but they also had the problem of
buildings and plant which were designed for production methods based
around the central supply of power to machines.^'

This reminds us of the symbiotic relationship between welding and
electricity Not only did electric welding need reliable and fiexible sources
of power but also its use benefited from the clearing away of the clutter of
belts that typified the pre-electric factory.̂ ^ In turn, welding was of great
importance in the construction of the new power stations, both in the
building of the boilers and turbines and in the construction of steel framed
buildings.^^ Another significant new industry which made heavy use of
welding was the chemical industry, with its need for smooth, sealed con-
tainers. It is to these industries, together with the developing automotive
and aviation industries that one must look for the major developments
leading up to the Second World War.̂ * One feature of these industries was
that in many cases their geographical location was away from the tra-
ditional centres of heavy engineering. For example, one of the pioneers
of welding in the chemical industry was the Steel Barrel Company of
Uxbridge.^^ The question of geographical location was to have some
significance for the pattern of union response.

Of course, the war was to prevent the taking of the Census in 1941, but
the Boilermakers' figures indicate the increase in numbers entering the
occupadon of welding. In 1940 42 per cent of the 1494 welder recruits
were classified as electric welders, with only seventeen, or just over 1 per
cent, being recorded as acetylene welders. The branch data indicates that
the areas of growth were in North West England and Scodand. The war
years saw major efforts to stimulate the growth of welding, with significant
Covernment training efforts. As a consequence the Institute of Welding
collaborated with the Ministry of Labour to establish training centres
capable of producing 5,000 welders a year. However, it is important to
recognise the limitations of such training as it could not substitute for the
experience needed to cover the full range of production. What was necess-
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ary was the re-organisation of production facilities to cope with a lower
level of skill, and to this end particular attention was paid to practices in
America.̂ ^ There, especially in the shipyards producing 'Liberty' vessels,
production was specifically laid out to facilitate the use of semi-skilled
labour. However, the special conditions which had prompted the design of
these yards, plus some spectacular and well-publicised failures, meant that
British employers were a litde sceptical about copying such methods
direcdy. What they do indicate is the importance of recognising gradations
in the skill employed in welding and the implications this might have for
unions attempting to organise welders. By 1951 the Census indicates the
spread of welding as a significant occupation in all parts of the country.
The technical journals start to record serious attempts to reorganise ship-
yards to take advantage of the new techniques and there is recognition of
its use in general engineering in, for example, the replacement of castings
by fabrications in the construction of machine tools.^' Again, the debates
here indicate the importance of the inter-relationship between the issue of
cost and skill. Whilst it was now accepted, for example, that welding was a
skilled occupation, the replacement of teams of riveters by single welders
had considerable cost advantages. In one Sunderland yard, thirty-one
welders replaced twenty-two riveting squads. These squads were com-
prised not only of the riveter and holder on but also heaters and catchers.
The new arrangements meant an increase in the number of platers. This
increased the skill composition of the remaining workforce but also gave
rise to a net saving of thirty-one men.̂ ^ These changes, of course, had
considerable implications for the unions involved and it was after this date
that disagreements between unions started to surface at the national level.

UNIONS AND WELDING

It was quite clear by 1930 that there was a skilled occupation of welder
which needed a substantial training period, a training period which in
many cases had been assimilated to the traditional apprenticeship pattern.
Such a trend was reinforced by the demands of trade unions, notably the
Boilermakers and the Engineers. Their chief concern was not, however,
with training but rather with job maintenance. Their initial attempt was
to replicate the employment patterns to be found within riveting squads
and to ensure access to training for their members. Thus, in the construc-
tion of the Fullager by Cammell-Laird on Merseyside, the welding work
was given, under pressure from the Boilermakers' Society, to riveters,
platers and caulkers rather than to specially trained welders.̂ ^ This re-
fiects the fact that welding as an occupation was not constructed in a
vacuum but was shaped by the patterns of existing union organisation. In
the USA the union which was rebuffed in its attempts to organise welders
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exclusively was the Blacksmiths: in the UK, the union most closely asso-
ciated with welding has been the Boilermakers. However, establishing
the pattern of the organisation of welders has its own problems. There
appears to have been litde discussion on a broader level of the implications
of welding. Indeed, the Trades Union Congress (TUC) preferred to leave
this to individual unions. Even in awards of the disputes committee it
shied away from setting binding decisions.^" One exception was the
attempt by the Confederation of Shipbuilding and Engineering Unions
in 1945 to put in a claim to the Engineering Employer's Federation for a
skilled rate for welders plus a system of apprenticeship. This was refused
on the grounds that 'welding was an operation which had such a wide
range of uses and which called for such varying degrees of skill that it
would be impossible to grade all welders into one skilled class'.^' This
common view meant that as welding was present in a variety of industries,
so welders were organised by a number of unions. Coming to an overall
picture of the level of organisation is, therefore, difficult.

Yet even at the level of individual unions, it is often hard to discern
debate on whether welders constituted a single group of skilled workers. In
the Boilermakers' Society, for example, there was no annual conference
until 1952 at which such issues could be debated. Their monthly report
was used effectively as a form of communication on matters of adminis-
trative detail and was dominated by lists of members admitted and 'run
out'. There were some references to the potential impact of welding, but
these were to be found in letters from the likes of Harry Pollitt which failed
to spark off any deeper debate.^^ Indeed, the history of the Society only
contains its first reference to welding in the context of a letter from the
Executive Committee (EC) to all branches in 1933 which talks of'a new
development which ultimately was profoundly to affect the membership
of the Society. It was the development of the burning and welding of metal
plates'.^^ It is ironic to note in this context an EC minute of 1909 in which
the secretary of the Aberdeen branch 'asks advice re who should use
Welding Lamp'. The response to this was that they should approach the
District Delegate and 'keep him well informed'.^* This seems to suggest
that the process of informing stayed at the local level for the EC minutes
reveal no debate on the issue.̂ ^ Moreover the first debate at the Society's
inaugural Annual Conference was on demarcation when calls for a
national policy were vigorously opposed by the EC: 'The question can
only be settled in the district according to the local customs which apply
in the district."''̂

Similarly, the disputes on this issue which were referred to the TUC
represent only the tip of the iceberg, refiecting the TUC's anxiety for
issues to be remedied at local level. The record of disputes involving
welding should not be regarded as comprehensive but as an indication of
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the range of unions that were involved. The following cases concerning
welders were reported by the TUC's Disputes Committee:'''

1946 Birmingham and Midland Sheet Metal Workers' Society and
Amalgarnated Engineering Union

1949 Shipwrights and Boilermakers
1953 Engineers and Boilermakers
1955 National Union of Vehicle Builders and National Union of Sheet

Metal Workers and Braziers
1962 Engineers and Boilermakers
1963 National Union of General and Municipal Workers and Asso-

ciated Blacksmiths' Forge and Smith Workers Society
1965 Engineers and Boilermakers

The continuing conflict between the Engineers and the Boilermakers
illustrates two contradictory pressures. The Engineers were trying to
maintain negotiating rights over an entire workforce while the Boiler-
makers wanted to retain control over a particular craft. In part this
reflected the desire to maintain union identity, but it also represented the
desire of individual workers to have their skill recognised both by higher
rewards within the plant and by the ability to move to other workplaces.
Thus the Blacksmiths argued (unsuccessfully) that the welders they had
recruited 'wished to change their union to one catering for their grade,
which would widen their opportunities of other employment outside
Tubewrights'.*^^ The craft unions, like the Blacksmiths and the Boiler-
makers, were prepared to relax their insistence on apprenticeships in an
attempt to recruit those who had been trained within a company.̂ ^
Throughout this period, the TUC tended to favour the status quo and so
the mixed pattern of representation continued. In many cases this came
down to local conditions. In a dispute between the Sheet Metal Workers
and the National Union of Vehicle Builders, for example, it was reported
that 'in Edinburgh we had done all the metal work including welding ...
the amount of work we were able to secure depended entirely on our
own strength in the shops'.™ The local nature of such disputes make them
difficult to uncover but the variety of inter-union conflict that welding
engendered is at least illustrated by those disputes recorded.

This pattern reflected the wide variety of impacts that welding had. Far
from being a straight-forward process of the replacement of one craft,
riveting, by another, welding, it had considerable repercussions on other
trades. In the shipyards the trade which suffered most was caulking which
was replaced entirely. The change in production methods towards more
prefabrication also brought the Boilermakers into conflict with the Ship-
wrights." In general engineering the changes were in some ways more
indirect, although the impact on the Blacksmiths was immediate.
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Employment for molders also reduced as many more parts which had
been previously cast could now be fabricated from sheet metal. The
production process in many plants involved the cleaning of the imperfec-
tions of these castings by legions of apprentices and their further machin-
ing and assembly. This process was replaced by the more accurate
fabrication of items and the welding together of sub-assemblies. These
changes directly affected the work of the fitter. The multiple impacts were
well summarised in relation to shipbuilding by Finlay Hart in 1945:

All trades are affected by the extension of the welding process. Some gain,
others lose. For example, blacksmiths who did all their welding on the fire,
are now finding much of their work being done by electric welding. That
means a loss of work to them. On the other hand the ship plumbers who
substituted welded fianges on pipes for riveted fianges before the last war
are now making up all kinds of fittings such as chests and valves etc., which
were previously made of cast iron, thereby taking work away from the
moulders. That in turn affects patternmakers, so we can see how large scale
introduction of welding brings about many changes in the industry."

The lack of attention to the development of welding by trade union his-
torians means that we lack detail on how the process unfolded. In addi-
tion, our search is constrained both by the survival of records and the
poverty of official sources. The data that can be gleaned from the records
of the AEU, for example, is restricted. The union has very sketchy mem-
bership data compared to the Boilermakers. The mass of detailed statistics
in its monthly and annual reports are organised primarily around class
of membership rather than occupational categories. However from 1922
until 1939 the Annual Report contains a table indicating recruits by
trade." Welders first appear as a separate category in this table in 1936
when they represented 1.28 per cent of new members. By 1939 the AEU
had recruited at least 3,894 welders, which compares favourably to an
estimated 4,000 to 5,000 for the Boilermakers. There are indications,
however, that the engineers began to recruit welders at a very much earlier
date, and as a result came into confiict with the Boilermakers. Thus in the
report of the Liverpool division for January 1921 we find the comment
that:

We have been experiencing some trouble with boilermakers using the weld-
ing plant on engineers and smiths' work. As a result of our energetic protest,
a fitter has now been placed on the plant. It behoves our members every-
where to be alert and capture the working of this plant.'*

Similarly, the Bolton District Committee (DC) had to consider in 1924
the case of'our members taking on Electrical Welding which had been the
monopoly of the Boiler Makers at this firm'. The DC decided to support
this move and to wait for complaints from the Boilermakers." These
disputes remained at largely local level. One reason may be the tradition
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of local autonomy over such issues, with little monitoring at a national
level. A second cause was the geographical dispersion of welding which
meant that, in most cases, confiicts were avoided until welding matured
as an occupation. Thus, in the first half of 1936 the AEU recruited 133
welders, nearly 80 per cent of whom were in London and the Home
Counties, wdth three quarters of these being in areas where the Boiler-
makers did not have a branch.'^ This geographical separation began to be
challenged in the 1950s, particularly as Boilermaker members started to
leave the shipyards and move into other areas, notably construction. The
relative flexibility of welding made them a particularly mobile workforce,
and different traditions of organising began to clash."

We can see the dynamics of the process in the local records which
survive. One point brought out by the minutes of the South Wales DC of
the Boilermakers' Society is the importance of the ship repair business
and sub-contracting firms in proving the effectiveness of welding. The
efforts of the DC went towards the protection of the agreements under
which welding was to be allowed. These stipulated that 'The Lamp to be
used on ship and boiler repairs by three Journeymen' and that 'In all other
cases of jobs on which the Lamp is to be operated, the number of men
to be engaged shall not be reduced below the number that would be
required were the Lamp not used'.™ These attempts to maintain employ-
ment of Society members were under constant threat from a number of
directions. One was from their own members working for the specialised
welding firms. In August 1920, for example, there was a report of mem-
bers working for the British Arc Company not 'working according to regu-
lation of the three men being attendant upon the Arc whilst welding"^
Such problems were reported eight times that year, and formed the main
cause for concern. Such worries were exacerbated by the failure of other
unions to enforce the regulations. The Swansea branch reported that a
welding firm 'were asking permission to be allowed to employ 2 men only
on Plant, mention also being made that A.E.U practice is that 2 men only
are employed'.^" Concern was also expressed at the use of welding by sub-
contractors who evaded the tight controls exercised within the yards
themselves. In June 1920 the Committee investigated the allegation that
a member had welded short-handed. The member in question worked for
a sub-contracting firm owned by a Society member. The foreman at the
main firm, also a Society member, had put the work out assuming that
because the firm was organised there would be no problem. The welder
admitted to working with only a labourer for an assistant and the Com-
mittee fined all three men two pounds each.^' This sort of draconian disci-
pline could work successfully in the brief boom period after the First
World War but the coming of mass unemployment made it much harder
to enforce.̂ ^
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What such incidents indicate is widespread experience at local level in
dealing with the problems that welding brought in its wake. It suggests
that employers were happy to let specialist firms and sub-contractors bear
the burden of sorting out the technical and organisational issues. A sugges-
tive pointer here is the comment by R.S. Kennedy of the British Arc
Welding Company that,

so far back as March 1910, it was arranged by the writer with the Boiler-
makers' Society that electrical arc welding on hull and boilers was to be
their job. On the whole it had not worked badly, and they had avoided the
troubles of the oxy-acetylene welders of that time largely due to a frequent
use of the handy

Thus it seems that, at some level, the Boilermakers were aware of, and
negotiating about, the contours of welding at a much earlier date than
is apparent from the 'public' record. Why was the local experience not
generalised within the Boilermakers' and the Engineers' Societies and
from there into the wider labour movement? It certainly suggests a conser-
vatism and a lack of strategic thinking in relation to the introduction of
new technology.

CONCLUSION

This brief review of the history of welding as an occupation shows how
shaky notions of 'traditional' occupations are. Contemporary sociology
is often guilty of confiating occupational trajectories and of assuming
that their status was assigned on creation. As we have seen, welding was
shaped by a number of factors. One of these was the infiuence of profes-
sional engineers in moulding the new occupation through a discourse of
skill. The development of this discourse in relation to manual occupations
as well as in furthering the aspirations of professions might bear further
investigation. Sub-contractors played an important role in the practical
application of the technology and thus in the constructing of the occupa-
tion, but the unions paid little attention to lessons which might be learned
from this experience. There is a contradictory message here: welding as
an occupation is much older than current historical treatments allow, but
the earlier phase of its adoption does not seem to have played a central
role in shaping responses to it. There is the paradox, at least for the
Boilermakers, of a very early engagement with a new trade, yet, appar-
ently, little was learnt from this experience. This raises two linked ques-
tions: that of the effectiveness of union structures in conveying information
about new developments and that of the strategic response, or lack of it, to
new technology. This in turn has to be overlaid by the powerful symbolic
weight, both in the historical account and within labour movement organ-
isations, of certain occupations or industries. In our case this is shipbuild-
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ing. In the historical record this emphasis gives a distorted view of the
development of welding. Of course, such symbolic importance is partly
inspired by certain romantic images but they also have a material base:
class formation is not simply a matter of numbers but has a crucial quali-
tative dimension. Certain groups of workers, for various reasons, can play
a part far beyond their numerical strength. However, the danger is that
such symbolism can prevent reasoned responses to changing conditions.
Within unions like the Boilermakers, shipbuilding provided a significant
part of the membership and had played a crucial role in the creation of
the union. However, it is important to remember that the union also
organised workers in railway workshops, ship repair, steel fabrication and
general engineering - although this might not be the impression one
would have from reading the union's Monthly Report. Indeed one indica-
tive symbol is the front cover of this report. From 1913 the front cover
changed from a stylised representation of the various industries covered
by the union to one which incorporated a photograph, almost always of
a shipbuilding subject.̂ **̂  It could be suggested that such symbolic weight
tended to divert attention from developments elsewhere. Certainly,
changes in other areas such as ship repair were to be of profound signifi-
cance.

This point is worth further exploration, as is the role of unions in the
shift to new skills and occupations. It would be useful to have a breakdown
of union membership, both by industrial sector and by occupational
group. Such an analysis would provide the context for a qualitative exam-
ination of the skills involved, an area which More reminds us is relatively
little explored but which would have a profound contemporary reson-
ance.̂ ^ Such a study might also refiect on the impact on unions of chang-
ing occupations. In his work on the EEPTU Lloyd suggests a form of
'occupational determinism', citing Citrine's argument:

I have said many times that it seemed to me to foUow that a union whose
members had essentially to equip themselves with a considerable depth of
theoretical knowledge in order intelligently to understand their work, must
apply that same sort of analytical sense to the problems of the working class.
It seemed to me to be inevitable that the membership of this trade union
would - without any sense of distinction or arrogance or anything of the
kind - tend to be on a somewhat higher intellectual level than that of the
rank and file of trade unions who were not concerned with these prob-

Whilst the Electrician's union was indeed one of the first to appreciate the
need to monitor and research trends in its environment, it was someway
behind the steelworkers.^' The relationship between union membership
and union policy is somewhat more complex than Lloyd allows, although
it is one which could stand further investigation.
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This review of the construction of welding as an occupation reveals
the limitations of notions of'traditional' occupations. It also indicates that
attention to both capital and labour is needed if we are to understand the
dynamics of the interplay of technology and occupational structure.
Whilst both labour process and institutional history are important, they
need to be set in a wider context. Not only should contemporary socio-
logical debates on the nature of occupational change have an adequate
historical dimension but that historical dimension should explore the full
range of actors involved and the networks that linked them.
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